Tantric Journey
Tantric Journey School of Healing and Awakening was founded by
Mal Weeraratne in order to assist women, men and couples to
access the healing powers of Tantra.
Over two decades Mal has developed a revolutionary healing and
emotional release technique combining Eastern and Western
knowledge including the techniques and wisdom of Tantra and
Tao, this serves as the foundation of the Tantric Journey treatment
plan.

About Mal

Be Social

Mal has traveled around the world to learn under the tuition of
various schools, masters, pioneers.

Facebook
3,200 + followers

Today Mal’s work is all about helping people to gain release
from negative trauma, enabling them to transform
their life. Allowing them to blossom and achieve their full
potential.

Twitter
250+ followers
Instagram
100+ followers

Site Stats
How engaged are visitors with
Tantric Journey
Daily Pageviews per Visitor
2.00 35.56%
Daily Time on Site
2:14 40.00%
Average monthly page views
100,000 +
Monthly unique visitors
50,000+

Mal is now considered a leading tantra
healer and pioneer in the ﬁeld of
emotional detox through deep body
therapy. As well as being a popular
author and running a successful Tantric
Journey practice, he also passes on his
valuable emotional release techniques
through his teaching of workshops and
courses.
A proliﬁc speaker and author Mal has
given lectures and talks in the UK and
Europe in addition to teaching in the UK,
Asia and Europe.
He has treated thousands of clients, has
an impressive collection of testimonials
and has trained hundreds of students.
His dedication and expertise in his ﬁeld
of practice is most commendable.

80% UK readership

www.tantricjourney.com

Working with Tantric Journey
I am happy to receive appropriate products for review, as well as
services, primarily those that will ﬁt in with my readership. I am
happy to participate in press days, give media interviews and attend
events and feature these on my blog, with a thanks and appropriate
links.
As an experienced, published writer & recipe developer, I am always
happy to discuss and accept proposals to write articles on drink
history for magazines & newspapers as well as on-line publications.
I am also available to write guest posts.

In short there are lots of opportunities to work with
Tantric Journey which include:

Demonstrations

Freelance writing

Book Reviews

Interviews

Giveaways

Sponsored posts

Speaking opportunities Article contribution

To discuss your ideas and requirements please get in touch
tantricjourney@aol.com

www.tantricjourney.com

